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APSTRACT

An elementary and very efficient nethod for

c- <r n'Ann the effective notential of any theory containini

s 5 l ; r bosons Is described. Fxnmr>les include nassless

T - )ar electrodynanics and yana-Millq theories.



1- Introduction

The effective potential is the generating function

of the one-particle-irreducible (1P1) zero-nor.ienta Green

functions. It is mainly used to detect spontaneous symme-

try breaking, that is, non-invariant vacua .As one should

expect, computing effective potentials is far from trivial, in

principle, one should sum up all sero-momenta 1PI Green func-

tions» an impossible task except for particularly simple la-

grangians and low orders of approximation. A brilliant example

of such a computation is Coleman- Weinberg's treatment of

scalar electrodynamics. ' An elegant, functional-theoretic

(2)

method was devised by Jackiw and is efficient up to one-

loop approximations.

In 1975i Let and Sciaccaluga introduced a very

clever way of computing the effective potential of the À ip*

theory, including two-loop contributions. Apparently they did

not try their method in gauge theories, where some new problems

arise and the interest is greater, due to the higgs-Jibble me-

chanism *4'.

In this paper we study the extension of the Lee-

Sciaccaluga mrt: od to gauge theories. After solving soi e pro-

blems connected to ths gauge-fixing terms, we have in hands

a technique that allows for computation up to any order in

the loop expansion, we perform, in the case of scalar, elec-

trodynamics, the computation up to tiro-loop contributions in

a one-paraiicter olass of genres involving ghosts.
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This constitutes already a r*ther general setting. Furthermore,

we discuss the extension to non-abelian theories in detail, and

perform a one-loop calculation.

The justification of the method is given in Section

2. in Section 3 we apply i t to the Coleman-Weinherg lagrangian

and compute the one-loop contribution. Section 4 contains a

sample of the two-loop results. Section 5 discusses the nos-

abelian case and some further extensions.

2 - Presenting the method

Consider the lagrangian

where Ul*f) i s a polynomial in the scalar field (p . The

effective potential Is defined in the following way: let

the functional generator of the IPI Green functions, HLf] ,

be developed in a power expansion in the derivatives of the

field,

(2) >*- J
where V,Z, are ordinary functions of f. V(f) is the

effective potential.

The usual way to write is, of course,

— •



where / (a,, »*) la the n-point IPI Green function

Fourier transforminc and using the translation invariance,

one gets

í4) • "TJ - V *.'
the Fourier components being calculated at zero momenta. Com-

paring to (2) one gets, for constant «p ,

(5) V(iP) = - '_» | ' (o, 0) (p

which allows the computation of the effective potential in

terms of an infinite series whose coefficients are the in

Green functions of the theory. Although this is hardly a con

venlent method of computation, Coleman and Vfeinherg used it

to obtain, with great ingenuity, the one-loop approximation

in some cases.

Pymanzik {5) has shown that Viif>) is the expect a

tion valuo of the energy per unit volume in a state for which

the field has the constant value Ç • Clearly, in the tree

approximation, VCfÇ) coincides with Ü Ltf J of equation (1) .

For a theory in which the vacuum expectation value of the

field operator does not vanish, but has the value v, one has,

instead of (5)'

From this equation it follows that

,o
dup
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which allows the computation of the vacuum expectation value

as the solution of a minimum problen. This Is, perhaps, the

most useful property of the effective potential.

By the Introduction of a new field,

- V

where "\y is an arbitrary parameter, the lagrangian

^<P ) is transformed Into the new lagrangian

\ â»f'J which contains some new & - dependent vertices.

We can rewrite eq. (4) as

Defining

a?} = rtf
and re-summing eq.(8), one gets

In the tree aprosimation, P [<p'J coincides

with the lagrangian eS'if'^^f'J . It i s then clear that

r (*,, »• ) are proper vertices computed with the

lagrangian £'($', d^lp') . Fourier transforming eq. (9)

one gets

do, ?'W s Ç 7̂ jrfT* ^ " J n "< 0)

where [ (o, (?) i s the n-point proper vertex computed,

in momentum space, with the Feynman rules of the lagrangian !

<£ , For constant <f' one has



(ID V'Cp'J =

It follows that
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equation (12) becomes

That is, one gets a Bimple differential equation involving

the tadpole computed according to the rules of £ : putting

v m Ç at the end, one gets the effective potential

of the theory defined by the lagrangian of Eq. (1).

3 - ..lectrodynamics - one loop.

He apply the method now to the Coleman-./einberg la^ran-

gian

(15) i*--L.fcJ-±to.*A.*f-i-(9.A-t±W*-±{%**iC)*.

He are looking for the effective potential as a function

of Ç, and <pt , that ÍB, for A» :. O .To our avail, the

0(1) global gauge symmetry will be used : it says that V(<P*,p*

is a luntion only of (p* *• ip* , restricting the problem to that

of determining the dependence on, say, Çt .

As is well-known, a definite £euge ouot be chosen. This,

coupled to the method being presented, raises some questions

which we discuss now. It is natural that we, at thio stage«fix

the gauge and only then replace ft by Ç, * <r everywhsrt.

The effective potentxalobt&ined as explained in the previous

eection is that of the theory described by the laferan&ian of

£q.(15) in the guuge previously chosen. This is quite clear.
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But, what if we first shift the field ft and then choose

a gauge? To which gauge of the unshifted theory does this po-

tential correspond ? Let us examine an instructive example, nfter

replacing, in Eq.(l5), ^ ftp {?, + tf- t we are led to a diiie-

reut lagrangian, with several new vertices, one of ».hich is pur-

ticularly perverse : it comes from the term

uud may be called a mixed propagator. It is perverse because it

appears infinitely many times in each order of the loop expan-

sion. In order to avoid this problem, the inout efficient nay is

the following s we cancel it by a convenient ouu&e cuoice. /or

instance, the popular R, gauge-fixing term

(lb)

does precisely that. Suppose we use this çauge. To v.hich j

of the unuhifted theory does it correspond ? Ltuides that, in

^q.(l^) the parameter v UOCB not appear in the nay it should

( that is, as a consequence of the shifting of ifit )! ><e could

think that, as the shifted la^aiigian tends to (15) as v £oes

to atro, (16) would correspond to the ^auge condition

(17) i% = - ± \ (fy.t~)*

of the unuiifted theory, (17) being obtained from (16) by

putting v«0 . üut then, there are many gauge-fi: ing terms tii»t

go, for v«0, into (17) Iri'is would mean that, given a lu/.raiifcian

and a gau^t-iixing term, many effective potentií.lí; could be

found, differing nontrivially from each other. It is, then,clear

thut one mutt fix the gauge before shifting the tht-ory.

It it, however, a piewoant surprise that a ̂ au^c-

fixing term exists which, after the shifting is done, precise-

ly cancels the fixed propagator.
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It is

with the corresponding Paddeev-Fopov tern

In fact, by transforming Ç, into f. ̂ ^^ tone has

lor the gauge-fixing tern of the shifted theory

(20)

with the Faddeev-1opov term

We choose to compute the effective potential of the Coleman-

.rfeinberg lagrungian in the class of gauges defined by equations

(18) and (19)* This could seem a hard task, as we will have to

ueal nith ghost loops. In our r.<ethod, however, this poseb no par-

ticular difficulty. The Feynman rules of the shifted

corresponding to the diagrams of Pig.l are

Fig.l
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The one-loop tadpole diagrams are given in Fig.2, and contribu-

te

a)

.1 e * L

d)

Pig.2
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The renormalizalion performed here is the 't Hool't-

Veltman's " pole subtraction " w / . To compare our results to

some existing ones it will be found convenient to introduce

below other renormalization prescriptions. The basic equation

that gives the one-loop contribution to the effective potential

is

Si ir

which gives

5-iir*

«1
fbTT*

Putting \y=(<P, * % ) and adding the zero-loop term we have

the effective potential up to one-loop contributions. If, follow-

ing Coleman and «Veinberg, we use the renormulization prescriptions

(22)
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- -ir = '•

the result will b«

JL£l

For !-• oo (Lanâau gauge) one gets exactly the

result of rtf. (1). Note that the gauge-fixing condition is

compatible with

the point at which the effective potential has been culculuted.
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de could, of course, have done our calculations in other

t';au£es as well. For in: t.^nce, we can use as gauge-fixing condition

the term

for which no Faoueev-Popov terms are necessary. 'i'liis expression is

not modified by the binfting of (f, , meaning that we will not

be able to cancel the mixed propagator of the shifted lagran^ian.

This involves Bundling all the insertions of the vertex e.\> k*. ,

leading to modified prujiHtatort) for the photon unU for the

me.;on ^ ) 4 . The contribution of a new tadpole mu^t -'ISO U* con-

sidered. The result Í B

mz

,te would like to remark that, despite the diificulties

that appear when we associate tias method v.ith the i{ t - &auit>

there is at least one instance where we can take ^rotit of the

sinplicity of the diagram iatic íecipea of ti.iii ^,auge : it in t:>e

case of £-»£*> .Thin coxreBt'Onds to the Landau , auge, .ml tne

results of the application of our uethod are reliable uue t'j tnt

fact that tue terms containing the pruLltumtic v (see iq.(l'J)

vanish in the li it. Accordingly, we rail make use of an >.n l>ocue

(;ti\X),e conUition to compute, in the sui.ie limit, the eii'eetivf po-

tenliul of a non-abeli'Ji range theory.

T'lnally, one could be surprised i.-y the fiict thut, ^^^urtm-

tly, one has in /mud a netiiod to commute tli.jctive potri>li'ili.

in any fjauge wi atfioever, in contrast to clains t>ittt the eflective

potential does not exist in f;oi:ie gauges. I'he iact is that j or toie

^auge-lixing terms, the condition A^ *O is not cm pfitil.le ith

nonvariisJiing vnluet» of tÇt* +• ^ ) 4 ,is( lor it Dt/incf, the

^au/-e-l"ixing term
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4- Electrodynamics - two loops.

In our method, the n-loop contribution to the effec-

tive potential is obtuined from the totality of tadpoles composed

of n loops. The number of diagrama to compute is, therefore, unite.

The contribution of each diagram is regularized by the dimensional
(7)

procedure and, ulterwards, a simple differential equation

must be integrated. One of the advantages of the method is that

the renornalization is relatively simple : we just rtnomu.lize

Green functions. In fact, the key to the simplicity of the nn LJ.od

is that it leads to the computation not of the ellective potential

itself, but of its derivative, which is directly connected to

Green functions.
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For nhe two-loer> contribution the tadpole

are those qiven in Pig. 3 .

Pier. 3

The whole two-loon contribution i s , of course,

too lona and.accordinolv, not nuch transparent. 'To choose to

exhibi t , instead.the contribution of a notential ly comnlica-

ted diagram, the one numbered <>, vfhich hj»« both overlannin«

divprfr*»nces and rrhonts.

The calculation, including r*»nornalization 1n th<» sense of

(7) i s , however, «irmle. The result Is

. • 1 Uflft'
f



where

16.

and

o o

0 0

.1 .1

0 O

í/

La*-*•*)* **•*•

For the complete r*«ult «t th*» two-loon level v;e refer the

reader to ref. (8).
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5 - Non-abelian gauoe theories

The computation of the e f fec t ive potential of a

non-aNilian qaiiqe theory i s not much more d i f f i c u l t than that of

an ahelian theory. Consider the followinc laarancrian :

whv-re

(27)

(28) P«p) ; Jtl- fl*

fy Ü * £ A* - A A* - C^'AH A*

C bein<r the structure constant» of the aauae
rqi

vTe use here the notation and conventions of Wfinhera .

Por A more detailed exnlanatlon see the excellent review of

rosta and Tonin ( 1 0 ) .

Introducing a new set of scalar fields

(30)

we obtain a new laqranqlan written as

(31) odCx) - <£prte, + *•'**



with

(32) <tfr<t = - j

- / u <s>: # a - JL

new symbols introduced are

(34,

and

(33)

(37) f
z

$'--0

18.

)i v
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The computations with this laarancrian are com-

plicated by the presence, in *!»-..., of a mixed propa-

gator, that i s , a quadratic term involving two different

fields. The best way out consists in uslna the oauae freedoi»

to eliminate this tern. This was aeeomnlisherl by 't Hooft

with the introduction of the «rauqe-fixinn term

(38) C t*)

neanJno that the lnnqranfrian to he considered it

(39)

Beside» that, quantization of the theory renuires

the addition of the Faddeev-Ponov terr»

(40) £„ - u j | % O

It is not convenient, though possible, to nro-

ceed in so abstract a level. Let us examine the case in

which the aauoe crroup is Pti (2) ' ' and the «calar bosons

transform Hfce a 4 - dimensional (reducible) renresentation.

HA have, for instance,



o

o
O - I

I

7

o

o

0

o

0

O

O

O

anc", of course.

rr - £

For our ourpose it is «nounh to take (̂

In this ease the matrix Jb is rliMqonal, that it

(41)

J3L 0

O

bosonic mass matrix is

(42)

anr) th*» hononic r»ropa«rator i s

(43)
JP*
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e. ) =

The "nhoton" nronartatnr Is

(44) A l

and that of the Faddeev - Popov ahost oartlcles is

(4S>

The relevant vwrtlc»»» are aivwn fn F1*T.4 anf»

D

3, JlA tf

Fia.4
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contributing to the orws-looo anpro

xlmation to the effective notential are nlven In FÍT.5 .

Their values are t

2) -
U»ir* I*

3) -

FiiT.5
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Taking, as explained at the end of Section 3, the limit $-* Oo ,

one eets for the ts-dpoles :

J

) 2e.ro

that is,

-?-

J A : I C u ^ t ; UjijSsk) Au*+4m*j

ihe (trivial) integration ol this equation gives

the effective potential as a function of î  . «Aut-titutin£

evtrywi.ere ((/>,0J* for \J- one has the eifective potential

of the theory characterized by the lagrangian of üq. (i6) in the

4,&uge obtained by putting, in (j8), £'= C . The computation

of higher order approximations is straightforward.
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Conclusions

Thp method describe* here allows the exnlicit

cormutation of the effective notential of anv theorv vhich

contains scalar bosons to anv order of the loop expansion,

f'icihpr orders introduce no new complications excent the

nornal ones of pertuhation th«orv. The method, because of

its exnliclteness, is particularly convenient for numerical

computation.

Simple extensions exist that permit the calcula^

tinn of the effective potential when both ferrion and scalar

bosons are present. The case of just fermions and vector

mesons is under study.
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